Abstract-A frequency permutation array (FPA) of length n == m.). and distance d is a set of permutations on a multiset over rri symbols, where each symbol appears exactly A times and the distance between any two elements in the array is at least d. FPA generalizes the notion of perm utation array. In this paper, under the distance metric Roo-norm, we first prove lower and upper bounds on the size of FPA. Then we give a construction of FPA with efficient encoding and decoding capabilities. Moreover, we show our design is locally decodable, i.e., we can decode a message bit by reading at most A + 1 symbols, which has an interesting application for private information retrieval.
With a fixed length n, FPA has a smaller set of symbols than PA. Thus, codes with FPA have a better information rate than those with PA. A widely adopted approach to building PAs under Hamming distance, see for example [2] , is using distance preserving mappings or distance increasing mappings from Z~to S;. Most of those encoding schemes are efficient but it is not clear how to decode efficiently. Lin et al. [8] proposed a couple of novel constructions with efficient encoding and decoding algorithms for PAs under loo-norm. FPA was proposed by Huczynska and Mullen [4] as a generalization of PA. They gave several constructions of FPA under Hamming distance and bounds for the maximum array size. In this paper, we extends the ideas in [8] to constructing FPA under loo -norm. We prove lower and upper bounds of FPA. Then we show the efficient encoding and decoding algorithms. Besides, we show that our FPAs are locally decodable codes under loonorm.
Recently, researchers have found that PAs have applications in areas such as power line communication (e.g. [9] , Shi-Chun Tsai Department of Computer Science National Chiao Tung University 1001 University Road, Hsinchu, Taiwan Email: sctsai@cs.nctu.edu.tw [12] , [13] and [14] ), multi-level flash memories (see [5] and [6] For flash memory application, different from the approach by Jiang et. al. [5] , [6] , we can use FPA to provide multi-level flash memory with error correcting capability. For example, suppose a multi-level flash memory, where each cell has m states, which can be changed by injecting or removing charge into or from it. Over injecting or charge leakage will alter the state as well. We can use the charge ranks of n cells to represent a permutation from S~, i.e., the cells with the lowest A charge levels represent symbol 1, and so on. With our efficient encoding and decoding algorithms, a (A, n, d)-FPA can be used in flash memory system to represent information and correct errors caused by charge level fluctuation.
A locally decodable code has an extremely efficient decoding for any message bit by reading at most a fixed number of symbols from the received word. Suppose that a FPA is applied to a multi-level flash memory where the length of a codeword is nearly a block of cells (about 10 5 ) [ 1] . This feature allows us to retrieve the desire message bits from a multi-level flash without accessing the whole block. With the locally decodable property, we can raise the robustness of the code without loss of efficiency. On the other hand, locally decodable codes have been under study for years, see [10] for a survey and [15] , [3] for recent progress. They are related to a cryptographic protocol called private information retrieval (PIR for short). We show our construction of FPA can also be used in cryptographic application.
Notations: Let m and A be positive integers and let n == m). throughout the paper unless stated otherwise.
We use [n] 
Let ri 1,m,d) be the row sum of A (l,m,d) 's i-th row. We have: 
by using perA(A,n,d).
Lemma 1.
Proof' 
. ,m).
2) Add an arbitrary xED to C, then remove all permutations that is (d -1)-close to x from D.
3) If D -1= 0 then repeat step 2, otherwise output C.
D has initially IS~I elements and each iteration of step 2 removes at most Voo(A, n, d -1), so we conclude ICI 2:
Is~1 Theorem 1. both row (i'\ -,\ + j) and row (n -i,\ + j) sum to 2~~\' Now we construct an n x n matrix B from A with each row sum equal to 1 as follows: With Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we have the asymptotic bounds as follows. 
A. Encoding algorithm
We give an encoding algorithm E~k (see Figure 1) in-r:l+zl-il:zl
The first inequality holds by the fact of ceiling function:
a ::; ral < a + 1, for any real number a. Note that the distance has integer value only here. If n>..k is integer then the distance is at least ln>..kJ; else it is at least rn>..k -r], which is ln>..kJ exactly, i.e., the distance between any two codewords in C~,k is at least l n~k J. Since every message is encoded into a distinct codeword, we have C~k == 2 k .
•
B. Unique decoding algorithm
Unique decoding algorithms for classic error correcting codes are usually much more complicated than their encoding algorithms. While, our proposed decoding algorithm U A k n, (see Figure 2) remains simple. The running time of U~k is clearly O(k), even faster than the encoding algorithm. We show its correctness as follows. 
The last inequality is true, since we know rn-rtl+zl rl!Zl 2: ln~kJ == d from the proof of Theorem 3. This contradicts that x is d;l-close to E~,k(m).
C. Locally decoding algorithm
Next we show a locally decoding algorithm L~k' see Figure 3 , which is a probabilistic algorithm. We discuss its efficiency and error probability in this subsection. We prove that it reads at most A + 1 entries of the received word in Lemma 4, hence its running time is O(A). It has a chance to output wrongly, but we show that the error probability is small in Theorem 5. Furthermore, L~,k always outputs correct message bit when it was given a codeword as input, see Corollary 1. 
Therefore, the probability that L~k outputs m; correctly at the first iteration is at least 1 -28: I .
• Corollary 1. With our FPA C~k' we construct a (A+ 1, 1, r)-PIR with perfect retrievability and privacy r. The scheme is simple:
• For a message m, we put x == E~,k (m) on all A + 1 servers.
• We retrieve m; by L~k by querying entries from servers in a random order. '
The perfect retrievability is guaranteed by Corollary 1. However, in order to retrieve tru, Xi must be queried from some servers at certain positions f > i, and we have r > O. We leave the improvement on the privacy r as our future work.
